Classical and Medieval Literature
Summer Assignments
Academic Year: 2022-2023

Course Information
Department: English
Contact: Mary Zuniga, mzuniga@holyspiritprep.org

Class Description: This course focuses upon great literature from the classical to medieval
world. Students are guided to recognize universal themes, symbolic patterns, and social values
within ancient, classical, and medieval literature, especially that of the West, as well as its
historical context and influence. The course integrates the study of literature and the practice of
writing composition, both in and out of class, with further study of the writing process. Students
will strengthen their understanding of the characteristics of narrative, informative, and
argumentative writing, composed for a variety of purposes and audiences. Vocabulary instruction
is integrated within the context of each thematic unit.
Estimated Time: 4-5 Days
Due date: Aug 10, 2022 , The first day of school

Summer Assignment #1
Text: Mythology by Edith Hamilton (ISBN-10: 0446574759)
1. Read and annotate the following 3 myths from this compilation:
a. “The Two Great Gods of Earth”
b. “How the World and Mankind Were Created”
c. The Earliest Heroes
*Your English teacher will be giving you a grade for annotating these
myths, so make sure you have at least one annotation per page.

2. Creation Myth Presentation
Amongst many cultures, before any knowledge of Christ, it was very normal for people
to develop a story to explain the origins of the world around them. Some of the most famous
myths come from the Ancient Greeks, Romans and even Vikings. Choose a culture and from the
list below and research that culture’s myth about the creation of the world. You will be using
your research to create a Google Slides presentation:
● Egypt
● Ancient Rome
● The Norsemen
Your project should include the following 10 slides and your overall presentation should follow
the guidelines laid out in the rubric below. It should also be graphically/visually appealing and
orderly.
1. Title of Creation Myth
2. Location/Culture/Time Period
3. Who or what is involved
4. What is the process of creation?
5. Is culture monotheistic/polytheistic or animistic? Who are the main deities?
6. What do people in your culture value?
7. Vocabulary Terms
8. Address and explain at least three creation themes in your myth
9. Symbolic Objects
10. Works Cited (List any websites that you used to gather information)
This presentation, along with your annotations, will be due on the first day of school. Share
it with mzuniga@holyspiritprep.org when you have completed and before your first
English class.

Please see rubric below for grading criteria.
Creation Myth Presentation Rubric
Category

-0 Excellent

-2 Good

-4 Fair

-6 Needs Improvement

Delivery of
Presentation

Holds attention
of entire
audience with
the use of
enthusiasm and
direct eye
contact, seldom
looking at
notes
Demonstrates
full knowledge
of myth by
answering all
questions and
explaining and
elaborating in
depth

Consistent use
of direct eye
contact and
good
enthusiasm, but
returns to notes
often

Displays minimal
eye contact and
very little
enthusiasm,
while reading
mostly from the
notes

Holds no eye contact with
audience and no
enthusiasm, as entire report
is read from notes

Demonstrates
good
knowledge of
myth by
answering some
questions and
explaining and
elaborating in
some depth
Demonstrates
good effort on
all of the slides
to enhance
presentation

Demonstrates
fair knowledge
of myth, but does
not explain nor
elaborate in
depth

Demonstrates very minimal
knowledge but with no
depth

Demonstrates
some effort on all
of the slides to
enhance
presentation

There is very little evidence
of effort on any of the
slides to enhance
presentation

Presentations has
3-4 misspellings
and/or
capitalization
errors on slides

Presentations has 5 or more
misspellings and/or
capitalization errors on
slides

Shows a limited
understanding of
themes in myths

Shows no understanding of
themes in myths

Content

Effort into
Format and
Presentation of
Slides
Spelling and
Capitalization

Themes

Demonstrates
excellent effort
on all of the
slides to
enhance
presentation
Presentations
has no
misspellings
and/or
capitalization
errors on slides
Shows a
thorough
understanding
of themes in
myths

Presentations
has 1-2
misspellings
and/or
capitalization
errors on slides
Shows a good
understanding
of themes in
myths

